
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 

99 WALL DEVELOPMENT INC., 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

ALLIED WORLD SPECIALTY INSURANCE COMPANY 

formerly known as DARWIN NATIONAL ASSURANCE 

COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 

KATHARINE H. PARKER, UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Plaiﾐtiff 99 Wall De┗elopﾏeﾐt IﾐI. ふさ99 Wallざぶ is seekiﾐg pa┞ﾏeﾐts uﾐder a Commercial 

Inland Marine Property insurance policy provided by Defendant Allied World Specialty 

IﾐsuraﾐIe Coﾏpaﾐ┞ ふさAlliedざぶ.1  The insurance payments are for losses sustained from two 

major water leaks that damaged a 29-story office building that 99 Wall was converting into 

residential condominiums, causing significant repair costs and delay in completion of the 

conversion project.  The two water-related losses occurred on July 29, 2016 and October 6, 

2016.  The first incident involved rain water leaking through the roof of the building and causing 

daﾏage to the Huildiﾐgげs ele┗ators.  The second incident involved a leak from a water tank on 

the 25th floor of the building, causing extensive damage to various condominium units and 

common areas. 

1 Allied was formerly known as Darwin National Assurance Company. 
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99 Wall timely submitted claims to Allied.  As part of its investigation into the claims, 

Allied requested documents from 99 Wall including the construction schedule and 

modifications to the schedule, invoices, and various contracts for the project.  While it was 

investigating, Allied advanced certain amounts to 99 Wall and ultimately paid more amounts 

that it deemed were covered under the policy.  However, 99 Wall contends that more amounts 

are due under the policy—in particular, for losses caused by the delay in the completion of the 

project.  In February 2017, Allied informed 99 Wall that it needed to further investigate the 

delay and causes for it.  In May 2017, Allied informed 99 Wall of its final coverage position—

that the policy did not cover costs associated with the delay in the project.   

Subsequently, 99 Wall brought this action for breach of contract.  In connection with 

this claim, 99 Wall alleges that Allied acted in bad faith throughout its investigation and 

adjustment of its insurance claims.  It contends that Allied did not promptly pay amounts it 

kﾐe┘ ┘ere due uﾐder the poliI┞ aﾐd atteﾏpted to take ad┗aﾐtage of 99 Wallげs precarious 

financial situation by offering less than full coverage under the policy.   

Preseﾐtl┞ Hefore the Court is Plaiﾐtiffげs ﾏotioﾐ to Ioﾏpel produItioﾐ of Iertaiﾐ 

doIuﾏeﾐts listed oﾐ Alliedげs privilege log.  (ECF No. 100.)  In connection with the motion, 99 

Wall ideﾐtified oﾐe huﾐdred represeﾐtati┗e doIuﾏeﾐts oﾐ the log for this Courtげs in camera 

review.  Allied subsequently produced 20 of the 100 documents, leaving 80 for the Court to 

review in camera.  A portion of the documents were withheld in total on the grounds they were 

protected by the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine.  The remaining 

documents were produced in redacted format, with the redacted portions withheld on the 
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same grounds, as well as relevance grounds to the extent the redactions pertain to litigation 

reserves set aside for 99 Wallげs Ilaiﾏ and reinsurance coverage amount changes related to 99 

Wallげs Ilaiﾏ.   

For the reasons set forth below, the motion is granted in part and denied in part. 

LEGAL STANDARDS 

1. Scope of Discovery

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1) sets the boundaries for discovery.  A party may 

request and obtain non-privileged information relevant to its claims and defenses and 

proportional to the needs of the case.  Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1).  Under Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 1, both parties are obliged to pursue discovery within the limits of Rule 26(b)(1) and 

in a manner designed to result in a speedy resolution with as minimal costs as possible.  Here, 

the parties dispute the relevance of reserve and reinsurance information.  If a document is not 

relevant, the Court need not address whether the document is privileged.  If a document is 

relevant and privileged, the party asserting privilege has the burden of demonstrating it is 

privileged. See, e.g., United States v. Mejia, 655 F.3d 126, 132 (2d Cir. 2011) (citing von Bulow ex 

rel. Auersperg v. von Bulow, 811 F.2d 136, 144 (2d Cir. 1987)); In re Priest v. Hennessy, 51 N.Y.2d 

62, 68-70, 409 N.E.2d 983, 986-87, (1980); Hoopes v. Carota, 142 A.D.2d 906, 910, 531 N.Y.S.2d 

407, 410 142 A.D.2d 906, 910 (3rd Depげt 1988), aff’d 74 N.Y.2d 716, 543 N.E.2d 73 (1989). 

2. Attorney-Client Privilege

In diversity cases such as this, where state law governs the claims, the Court looks to 

state law for determining privilege. E.g., AIU Ins. Co. v. TIG Ins. Co., No. 07 Civ. 7052(SHS)(HBP), 
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2008 WL 4067437, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 28, 2008) (citations omitted) (applying New York 

law), modified on reconsideration, No. 07 Civ. 7052(SHS)(HBP), 2009 WL 1953039 (S.D.N.Y. July 

8, 2009); see also Fed. R. Evid. 501.  

Under New York law, the attorney-client privilege protects communications between 

client and counsel made for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice that were 

intended to be and in fact kept confidential. Bowne of N.Y.C., Inc. v. AmBase Corp., 161 F.R.D. 

258, 264 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (citing People v. Osorio, 75 N.Y.2d 80, 82–84, 549 N.E.2d 1183, 1185 

(1989)). The privilege is narrowly construed because it renders relevant information 

undiscoverable. Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 389 (1981); see also Hoopes, supra, 

142 A.D.2d 906 at 908, 531 N.Y.S.2d 407 at 409 (explaining that the attorney-client privilege 

さIoﾐstitutes aﾐ oHstaIle to the truth-finding proIessざ aﾐd, thus, its さiﾐ┗oIatioﾐ . . . should be 

cautiously observed to ensure that its appliIatioﾐ is Ioﾐsisteﾐt ┘ith its purposeざ ふiﾐterﾐal 

quotation marks, alterations, and citations omitted)).  

Internal investigation notes and documents also may be privileged.  BeIause the さfirst 

step in the resolution of any legal problem is ascertaining the factual background and sifting 

through the facts with an eye to the legall┞ rele┗aﾐt,ざ Upjohn, supra, , 449 U.S. at 390-91, 

factual investigations conducted or directed by an attorney fall within the attorney-client 

rubric. Id. at 391 (employee factual responses to questionnaires from counsel in connection 

with internal investigation to provide legal advice protected by attorney-client privilege); Gucci 

Am., Inc. v. Guess?, Inc., 271 F.R.D. 58, 71 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (citations omitted) (collecting cases). 
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Finally, draft documents sent to counsel for legal review may be protected by the 

attorney-client privilege if the draft and communications concerning it were intended to be and 

maintained as confidential. See Bowne of N.Y.C., Inc. v. AmBase Corp., 150 F.R.D. 456, 490 

(S.D.N.Y. 1993) (citing Kenford v. Cty. of Erie, 55 A.D.2d 466, 469, 471, 390 N.Y.S.2d 715, 719 

(4th Depげt 1977)); S.E.C. v. Beacon Hill Asset Mgmt. LLC, 231 F.R.D. 134, 145 (S.D.N.Y. 2004); 

Softview Comput. Prods. Corp. v. Haworth, Inc., No. 97 Civ. 8815 (KMW) (HBP), 2000 WL 

351411, at *15 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 31, 2000); Sequa Corp. v. Gelmin, No. 91 Civ. 8675 (CSH), 1994 WL 

538124, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 3, 1994).  Similarly, さdrafts of documents prepared by an attorney 

for subsequent transmission to third parties may be さprotected by the attorney-client privilegeざ 

if the draft contains さconfidential information communicated by the client to the attorney that 

is maintained in confidence.ざ Beacon Hill Asset Mgmt. LLC, supra, 231 F.R.D. at 145 (citing In re 

Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Dated Sept. 15, 1983, supra, 731 F.2d 1032, 1037 (2d Cir. 

1984)); Softview Comp. Prods. Corp., supra , 2000 WL 351411 at *15; ECDC Envtl. L.C. v. N.Y. 

Marine & Gen. Ins. Co., supra, 1998 WL 614478 at *10 (S.D.N.Y. June 4, 1998)).  さA draft is not 

privileged simply because it is prepared by an attorney.ざ  Id. (citing Koumoulis v. Independent 

Financial Marketing Group, Inc., 295 F.R.D. 28, n.23 (E.D.N.Y. 2013); Bowne 1993, supra,, 150 

F.R.D. at 490 (citing Kenford, supra, 390 N.Y.S.2d at 719)).    

3. Work Product Doctrine

さUﾐlike the attorﾐe┞-client privilege, the work product protection in diversity cases is 

go┗erﾐed H┞ federal la┘.ざ Bowne of N.Y.C., Inc., 161 F.R.D. at 264 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (citing Fine v. 

Facet Aerospace Prods. Co., 133 F.R.D. 439, 444–45 (S.D.N.Y. 1990)). Pursuant to Rule 26(b)(3) 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1984118043&pubNum=350&originatingDoc=I9af3f535542611d9bf30d7fdf51b6bd4&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_350_1037&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_350_1037
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1984118043&pubNum=350&originatingDoc=I9af3f535542611d9bf30d7fdf51b6bd4&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_350_1037&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_350_1037
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1984118043&pubNum=350&originatingDoc=I9af3f535542611d9bf30d7fdf51b6bd4&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_350_1037&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_350_1037
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2000093529&pubNum=0000999&originatingDoc=I9af3f535542611d9bf30d7fdf51b6bd4&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1998191468&pubNum=0000999&originatingDoc=I9af3f535542611d9bf30d7fdf51b6bd4&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1998191468&pubNum=0000999&originatingDoc=I9af3f535542611d9bf30d7fdf51b6bd4&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, documents and tangible things prepared by a party or 

its representative in anticipation of litigation are protected under the work product doctrine. 

See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(3)(A); Welland v. Trainer, No. 00 Civ. 0738(JSM), 2001 WL 1154666, at 

*2 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 1, 2001) (さWhere a doIuﾏeﾐt is Ireated HeIause of the prospeIt of litigatioﾐざ

it is eligible for work product protection (internal quotation marks omitted)) (quoting United 

States v. Adlman, 134 F.3d 1194, 1202 (2d Cir. 1998)); see also Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 

(1947) (establishing and articulating application of the work product doctrine). The key factor in 

determining applicability of this doctrine is whether the documents or things were prepared 

さ┘ith aﾐ e┞e to┘ard,ざ Hickman, supra, 329 U.S. at 510-511, or さiﾐ aﾐtiIipatioﾐ of,ざ Schaeffler v. 

United States, 806 F.3d 34, 43 (2d Cir. 2015), or さHeIause of the prospect of litigation.ざ Adlman, 

supra, 134 F.3d at 1202. さ[T]he doItriﾐe is ﾐot satisfied ﾏerel┞ H┞ a showing that the material 

was prepared at the behest of a lawyer or was provided to a lawyer. Rather the materials must 

result from the conduct of けiﾐ┗estigati┗e or aﾐal┞tiIal tasks to aid counsel in preparing for 

litigatioﾐ.げ” Iﾐ re SyﾏHol TeIhs., IﾐI. SeI. Litig., No. CV 05-3923 (DRH) (AKT), 2017 WL 1233842 

(E.D.N.Y. Mar. 31, 2017) (quoting Wultz v. Bank of China Ltd., 304 F.R.D. 384, 393-94 (S.D.N.Y. 

2015)).  

Thus, a court must determine if the materials would have been prepared さけin essentially 

similar form irrespective of the litigation.げざ Id., at *8 (quoting Adlman, 134 F.3d at 1202); Clarke 

v. J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., No. 08-cv-2400 (CM) (DF), 2009 WL 970940, at *7 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 10,

2009). But, unlike the rule for invoking attorney-client privilege, the predominant purpose of 

the work product need not be to assist with litigation to be protected; rather, the work product 
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need only have been prepared or obtained because of the prospect of litigation. Adlman, 134 

F.3d at 1202; In re Symbol Techs., Inc. Sec. Litig., 2017 WL 1233842, at *8.

The setting of litigation reserves sometimes is found to be protected from disclosure by 

the work product doctrine.  See, e.g., Lava Trading, Inc. v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., No. 03 Civ.7037 

(PKC) (MHD), 2005 WL 66892, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 11, 2005) (noting Iourtげs ruliﾐg preIludiﾐg 

disIo┗er┞ of さreser┗es . . . ┘as Hased on the notion that such specific figures represent work 

product, since they are normally created HeIause of the aﾐtiIipatioﾐ of litigatioﾐ.ざぶ; In re Pfizer 

Inc. Sec. Litig., No. 90 Civ. 1260 (SS), 1994 WL 263610, at *1–2 (S.D.N.Y. June 6, 1994) (finding 

さif a doIuﾏeﾐt sets forth the ﾏethodolog┞ for IalIulatiﾐg the case reserve for an individual 

claimant, it is privileged as work product (and perhaps also as an attorney-client 

communication),ざ but さif a doIuﾏeﾐt desIriHes the ﾏethodolog┞ for deterﾏiﾐiﾐg aﾐ aggregate 

case reserve, it is not entitled to the work product or attorney-client privileges (emphasis 

added)); Sundance Cruises Corp. v. Am. Bureau of Shipping, No. 87 Civ.  0819 (WK), 1992 WL 

75097, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 31, 1992) (finding that さto the extent reserves けare an indication of 

potential liabilityげ . . . they might be based in large part upon the opinions of counsel and would, 

therefore, be protected from disclosureざ). 

At the same time, Allied states that that the setting of a reserve is a business judgment 

and notes that New York statutes require an insurance company to set reserves, which are used 

to deterﾏiﾐe aﾐ iﾐsurerげs fiﾐaﾐIial Ioﾐditioﾐ. N.Y. Iﾐs. La┘ § 4ヱヱΑ ふMIKiﾐﾐe┞); N.Y. Ins. Law § 

1303 (McKinney). 
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4. Waiver

A party may waive privilege or work product protection by voluntarily disclosing 

otherwise protected information to a third party. The party asserting privilege has the burden 

of establishing that there has been no waiver. Spectrum Sys. Int'l Corp., 78 N.Y.2d 

at 377, 581 N.E.2d at 1059; Hoopes, 142 A.D.2d at 909, 531 N.Y.S.2d at 409; see also, e.g., 

Pearlstein v. BlackBerry Ltd., No. 13-CV-07060 (CM)(KHP), 2019 WL 1259382, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. 

Mar. 19, 2019). Slightly different rules govern waiver of attorney-client privilege and work 

product protection. In the case of the attorney-Ilieﾐt pri┗ilege, さif the holder of the pri┗ilege 

voluntarily discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant part of the matter or 

communication over which the privilege is claiﾏed,ざ the pri┗ilege is ┘ai┗ed. Id. (quoting 

Fullerton v. Prudential Ins. Co., 194 F.R.D. 100, 102 (S.D.N.Y 2000); New York Times Newspaper 

Div. of New York Times Co. v. Lehrer McGovern Bovis, Inc., 300 A.D.2d 169, 172, 752 N.Y.S.2d 

642, 645–4ヶ ふヱst Depげt ヲヰヰヲぶ ふさDisIlosure of a pri┗ileged doIuﾏeﾐt geﾐerall┞ operates as a 

waiver of the privilege unless it is shown that the client intended to maintain the confidentiality 

of the doIuﾏeﾐt, [aﾐd] that reasoﾐaHle steps ┘ere takeﾐ to pre┗eﾐt disIlosure . . . .ざ ふcitations 

omitted)).  

Unlike the attorney-client privilege, work product protection is not waived merely 

because the material is disclosed to a third party. See, e.g., Adlman, 134 F.3d at 1200 n. 4 (work 

produIt ﾏa┞ He sho┘ﾐ to others さsiﾏpl┞ HeIause there [is] soﾏe good reasoﾐ to sho┘ itざ 

without waiving the protection). Protection is waived only when work product is disclosed to a 

third party in a manner that is inconsistent with the purpose of the protection. See In re 
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Steinhardt Partners, L.P., 9 F.3d 230, 235 (2d Cir. 1993); In re Symbol Techs., Inc. Sec. Litig., 2017 

WL 1233842, at *9 (disclosure that substantially increases the opportunities for potential 

adversaries to obtain the information results in a waiver of work product protection); In re Visa 

Check/MasterMoney Antitrust Litig., 190 F.R.D. 309, 314 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (purpose of work 

produIt doItriﾐe is さto keep Iouﾐsel's ┘ork froﾏ his oppoﾐeﾐt iﾐ the litigatioﾐ so that it will not 

He used agaiﾐst hiﾏざぶ. 

Here, to the extent Allied communicated with third-party reinsurers, any privilege or 

work product protection would be waived as to information conveyed unless there were a 

common interest privilege shared by the reinsurer and Allied.  See Fireman's Fund Ins. Co. v. 

Great Am. Ins. Co. of N.Y., 284 F.R.D. 132, 139 (S.D.N.Y. 2012).  Here, Allied has not asserted any 

common interest privilege with its reinsurers.  And, さa Ioﾏﾏoﾐ iﾐterest Iaﾐﾐot He assuﾏed 

merely on the Hasis of the status of the parties [as iﾐsurer aﾐd reiﾐsurer].ざ N. River Ins. Co. v. 

Columbia Cas. Co., No. 90 CIV. 2518 (MJL), 1995 WL 5792, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 5, 1995).  

With the aHo┗e staﾐdards iﾐ ﾏiﾐd, the Courtげs aﾐal┞sis of the partiesげ pri┗ilege 

arguments is set forth below. 

DISCUSSION 

Having carefully reviewed the 80 documents submitted for in camera review, it is clear 

that Allied was overly zealous in withholding and redacting documents as privileged and/or 

work product.  The documents presented to the Court include communications and other 

documents reflecting Alliedげs iﾐ┗estigatioﾐ of the Ilaiﾏ for purposes of determining its 

coverage position, Iouﾐselげs deterﾏiﾐatioﾐ of suHrogatioﾐ rights, draft letters to 99 Wall aﾐd/or 
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its Iouﾐsel regardiﾐg Alliedげs iﾐ┗estigatioﾐ aﾐd Io┗erage positioﾐ, a draft ┘ai┗er agreeﾏeﾐt 

between the parties pertaining to settlement discussions pre-litigation, correspondence 

regarding claims processing, information about the setting of reserves and adjustments to 

reinsurance coverage. 

The Court first addresses redactions based on relevance, as this is a threshold issue.   

Allied argues that information about reserves and reinsurance is not relevant.  Relevance of 

reserve information is evaluated on a case-by-case basis.  Nat’l Uﾐioﾐ Fire Iﾐs. Co. of Pittsburgh, 

Pa. v. H & R Block, Inc., No. 12 CIV. 1505(AT)(HBP), 2014 WL 4377845, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 4, 

2014).  Courts in this District have found reserve information relevant where bad faith has been 

alleged. See id. at *4-5  (finding that the establishment of a reserve has probative value and is 

discoverable, especially where a bad faith refusal to pay is alleged); Fireman's Fund Ins. Co. , 

supra, 284 F.R.D. at 139 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (directing insurer to produce reserve information as 

rele┗aﾐt aﾐd HeIause it ﾏa┞ refleIt the iﾐsurerげs さo┘ﾐ Heliefs aHout Io┗erage aﾐd their liaHilit┞ざ 

(quoting U.S. Fire Ins. Co. v. Bunge North America, Inc., 244 F.R.D. 638, 645 (D. Kan. 2007)); 866 

E. 164th St., LLC v. Union Mut. Fire Ins. Co., No. 16-CV- 03678 (SN), 2016 WL 6901321, at *2

(S.D.N.Y. Nov. 23, 2016) (finding that changes in reserves throughout the investigation of an 

insurance claim relevant to whether defendant improperly deﾐied plaiﾐtiffげs Ilaiﾏぶ.  

Although New York does not recognize a separate cause of action for bad faith, courts 

permit bad faith allegations to be included in a complaint as part of a breach of contract cause 

of action.  Woodhams v. Allstate Fire and Cas. Co., 748 F. Supp. 2d 211, 223 (S.D.N.Y. 2010); 

Rockville Ctr. v. Gen. Reinsurance Corp., No. 16 CIV. 02063 (CM), 2016 WL 5793996, at *3-4 
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(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 23, 2016)).  Plaintiff has included bad faith allegations in its complaint in 

connection with its breach of contract claim in support of its request for consequential 

damages aﾐd attorﾐe┞sげ fees.  (ECF No. 128.)  As such, I find that reserve information is relevant 

under the broad relevance standard of Rule 26(b)(1).  

Similarly, the relevance of reinsurance information is determined on a case-by-case 

basis.  Most courts to address the issue have found that reinsurance information is relevant, 

however.  Suffolk Fed. Credit Union v. Cumis Ins. Soc., Inc., 270 F.R.D. 141, 142 (E.D.N.Y. 2010) 

(finding reinsurance information relevant to allow both parties to properly appraise the case).  

Those courts that have held reserve information to be relevant have explained that reserve 

information ﾏight shed light oﾐ aﾐ iﾐsurerげs uﾐderstaﾐdiﾐg of a Ilaiﾏ aﾐd assessﾏeﾐt of a 

Ilaiﾏげs ┗alue and is therefore relevant.  See Fireman's Fund Ins. Co., supra, 284 F.R.D. at 137–

38; Stonewall Ins. Co. v. Nat'l Gypsum Co., No. 86 CIV. 9671 (SWK), 1988 WL 96159, at *5 

(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 6, 1988).  Other courts have found that some reinsurance information is 

irrelevant even while finding the reinsurance agreements themselves were discoverable. See, 

e.g., Certaiﾐ Uﾐder┘riters at Lloyd’s ┗. Nat’l R.R. Passeﾐger Corp., 2016 WL 2858815, at *4

ふE.D.N.Y. Ma┞ ヱヶ, ヲヰヱヶぶ ふdeﾐ┞iﾐg aﾐ iﾐsuredげs ﾏotioﾐ to Ioﾏpel IoﾏﾏuﾐiIatioﾐs ┘ith 

reinsurer). In this case, I find that reinsurance information is relevant for the same reason that 

the reserve information is relevant—it sheds light oﾐ Alliedげs iﾐterﾐal e┗aluatioﾐs of the extent 

of 99 Wallげs losses.  Differences between its internal assessment and coverage position may be 

rele┗aﾐt to Alliedげs good/Had faith IoﾏpliaﾐIe ┘ith its IoﾐtraItual oHligatioﾐs uﾐder the poliI┞.  
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Turning to privilege, the vast majority of documents withheld or redacted are not in fact 

privileged because they do not seek or convey legal advice.  For example, several of the 

doIuﾏeﾐts oﾐ Alliedげs log are eﾏail IoﾏﾏuﾐiIatioﾐs sIheduliﾐg calls with its attorney.  These 

are not privileged.  Some documents are redacted because they mention that counsel has been 

retained.  The fact of retention of an attorney is not privileged.  A number of draft documents 

prepared H┞ Alliedげs Iouﾐsel for ultiﾏate dissemination to 99 Wall or its counsel also are not 

privileged as far as this Court can tell.  No legal advice or confidential information appears in 

the drafts, and Allied has not otherwise provided information to demonstrate why these drafts 

should be privileged.  A number of the drafts are letters for McLarens, the loss adjuster who 

was retained to investigate the claim, to send to 99 Wall.  The draft letters advise 99 Wall that 

McLaren has been retained to investigate the nature, scope and cause of the claimed loss and 

damage under the policy and request additional information from 99 Wall as part of its 

investigation.  As noted above, the mere fact that an attorney prepared a draft does not make it 

privileged.  Nothing in the draft letters appears to be confidential information communicated 

by the client to the attorney that was intended to be maintained in confidence.  Similarly, these 

drafts would not be work product because they would not have been prepared differently in 

the normal course of business—Allied was obliged to investigate the insurance claim in order to 

determine what damage it would cover under the policy.  Indeed, under New York law, 

さdoIuﾏeﾐts prepared iﾐ the ordiﾐar┞ Iourse of aﾐ iﾐsurerげs business (which by its nature, 

involves claim investigation and analysis) are not protected from discovery, even when they are 

pro┗ided to or prepared H┞ Iouﾐsel.ざ 866 E. 164th St., LLC, supra, 2016 WL 6901321, at *1 
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(quoting OneBeacon Ins. Co. v. Forman Int'l, Ltd., No. 04 CIV. 2271 (RWS), 2006 WL 3771010, at 

*5 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 15, 2006)). See also Nat'l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa. v. TransCanada

Energy USA, Inc., 119 A.D.3d 492, 493, 990 N.Y.S.2d 510, 511–ヱヲ ふヲヰヱ4ぶ ふさThe reIord sho┘s 

that the insurance companies retained counsel to provide a coverage opinion, i.e. an opinion as 

to whether the insurance companies should pay or deny the claims. Further, the record shows 

that counsel were primarily engaged in claims handling – an ordinary business activity for an 

iﾐsuraﾐIe Ioﾏpaﾐ┞ざぶ.   

On the other haﾐd, a fe┘ doIuﾏeﾐts oﾐ Alliedげs log ┘ere properl┞ ┘ithheld as pri┗ileged 

and/or work product to the e┝teﾐt the┞ Ioﾐtaiﾐed Iouﾐselげs legal assessﾏeﾐt of Ilaiﾏs, 

revealed legal ad┗iIe sought or Ioﾐ┗e┞ed H┞ Iouﾐsel, aﾐd refleIted Iouﾐselげs iﾐ┗estigation of 

the claim for purposes of providing advice on coverage and this litigation, including reserve 

amounts.  The Court notes that much of the redacted reserve information appears to be the 

Ioﾏpaﾐ┞げs iﾐterﾐal Husiﾐess decisions on the reserve level and does ﾐot refleIt Iouﾐselげs ad┗iIe 

on the reserve.  The factual level of the reserve is not privileged and, as Allied notes, is a 

business judgment and requirement of New York law.  An insurance company must set reserves 

to pay claims under its policies.  Thus, in the context of an insurance claim, the proposition that 

reserve decisions are privileged holds less weight than in other litigation contexts.  Nonetheless, 

there are a few redactions where the information redacted appears to reflect advice of counsel 

about the rationale for the reserve level in the context of this litigation and therefore is 

privileged and/or work product.  The same reasoning applies to the documents that contain 

information about reinsurance. 
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The Court attaches a chart setting forth a summary of its ruling as to each of the 80 

documents. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasoﾐs set forth aHo┗e, 99 Wallげs ﾏotioﾐ is graﾐted iﾐ part aﾐd deﾐied iﾐ part.  

Allied shall produce the documents on its log by June 21, 2019, consistent with the above. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 14, 2019 

New York, New York 

______________________________ 

KATHARINE H. PARKER 

United States Magistrate Judge



Document Number  Privilege Asserted Court's Ruling

AWAC0000758 Attorney Client; Work Product A/C and WP 
AWAC0005618 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C; WP

AWAC0005950* Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
WP because 
prospect of 
litigation

AWAC0005963* Attorney Client NP; no legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0005968 Attorney Client; Work Product A/C and WP 
AWAC0005982 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 

legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0005986 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0005991 Attorney Client; Work Product A/C and WP

AWAC0006032* Attorney Client NP; no legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0001903 Attorney Client; Work Product A/C and WP

AWAC0002413* Attorney Client; Work Product Not Relevant
AWAC0005518 Attorney Client NP; no legal advice 

conveyed or sought

AWAC0009687 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0009693 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0009698 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0009759 Attorney Client; Work Product WP

AWAC0009778 Attorney Client; Work Product WP

AWAC0009786 Attorney Client; Work Product WP



AWAC0010213 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0010228 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0010489 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because 
not legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0010517 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0010564 Attorney Client
NP; no legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0010569 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or  
sought; not WP

AWAC0010574 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0010595 Attorney Client
NP; no legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0010648 Attorney Client
NP; no legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0011324 Attorney Client; Work Product A/C & WP

AWAC0011942 Attorney Client; Work Product A/C & WP

AWAC0011947 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because  no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
WP



AWAC0000946 – AWAC0000947 Reserves; Attorney Client Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
unredact Reserve 
change history  
insofar as it 
indicates change 
dates and TBD 
amounts and 
Description of 
Reserve 
Change/Reason 
Notice; unredact 
information in 
section labeled 
damage/injury 
assessment and 
procedure history 
and current status 

AWAC0001498 – AWAC0001499 Reserves; Attorney Client same as 0000946‐
947

AWAC0002393 – AWAC0002394 Reserves; Attorney Client same as 0000946‐
947 except 
unredact in section 
called case 
evaluation

AWAC0002688 – AWAC0002716 Reinsurance; Reserves; Attorney 
Client;

A/C and WP in part; 
advice and invoices 
from Cozen and 
Mound Cotton & 
Wollan & 
Greengrass can 
remain redacted; 
other portions to be 
unredacted

AWAC0001684 – AWAC0001710 Reserves; Attorney Client same as 0002688
AWAC0003799 – AWAC0003801 Reserves unredact

AWAC0002631 – AWAC0002636 Attorney Client; Work Product A/C & WP

AWAC0011792 – AWAC0011795 Attorney Client Not A/C because 
does not reveal 
legal advice sought 
or conveyed

AWAC0002475 – AWAC0002477 Reserves unredact

AWAC0004884 – AWAC0004886 Reserves unredact

AWAC0004887 – AWAC0004890 Reserves unredact

AWAC0001979 – AWAC0001980 Reserves unredact

AWAC0001052 – AWAC0001053 Reserves unredact



AWAC0000798 – AWAC0000802 Reserves unredact

AWAC0001962 – AWAC0001966 Reserves unredact

AWAC0010267 – AWAC0010269 Attorney Client Not A/C because 
not conveying or 
requesting legal 
advice

AWAC0000837 – AWAC0000840 Reserves unredact

AWAC0010460 – AWAC0010464 Attorney Client; Work Product;

A/C & WP

AWAC0000857 – AWAC0000859 Reserves; Attorney Client; Work 
Product; Not A/C; WP

AWAC0001073 – AWAC0001076 Reserves; Attorney Client; Work 
Product

Not A/C; WP

AWAC0000829 – AWAC0000833 Reinsurance; Reserves; Attorney 
Client

A/C and WP as to 
redactions on 829‐
830; otherwise 
unredact

AWAC0000948 – AWAC0000950 Reserves

unredact

AWAC0009863 – AWAC0009868 Attorney Client; Work Product
redaction on 9864 is 
A/C & WP; 
otherwise unredact 

AWAC0009870 – AWAC0009875 Attorney Client; Work Product
redaction on 9871 is 
A/C & WP; 
otherwise unredact

AWAC0009968 – AWAC0009973 Attorney Client; Work Product redaction on 
0009969 is A/C & 
WP; otherwise 
unredact

AWAC0010132 – AWAC0010134 Attorney Client; Work Product Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP



AWAC0010135 – AWAC0010136 Attorney Client; Work Product
Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0005690 – AWAC0005692 Attorney Client
Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0005683 – AWAC0005686 Attorney Client
NP; no legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0002172 – AWAC0002174 Reinsurance; Reserves
unredact

AWAC0002108 – AWAC0002109 Reserves; Attorney Client
unredact; not A/C

AWAC0002494 – AWAC0002496 Reserves

unredact

AWAC0009729 – AWAC0009735 Attorney Client; Work Product
Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought; 
not WP

AWAC0005775 – AWAC0005781 Attorney Client; Work Product

A/C & WP except 
redaction on 
0005775

AWAC0005674 – AWAC0005678 Attorney Client
Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0005655 – AWAC0005657 Attorney Client; Work Product A/C & WP

AWAC0005599 – AWAC0005601 Attorney Client
Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0010238 – AWAC0010241 Attorney Client
Not A/C because no 
legal advice 
conveyed or sought

AWAC0001942 – AWAC0001946 Reserves

unredact



AWAC0001469 – AWAC0001473 Reserves; Attorney Client; Work 
Product

most is NP; 
unredact except for 
redaction on 
0001471, which is 
A/C & WP

AWAC0001280 – AWAC0001283 Reserves; Attorney Client; Work 
Product

most is NP; 
unredact except for 
redaction on 
0001280‐81, which 
is A/C & WP

AWAC0003866 – AWAC0003904 Reserves unredact

AWAC0003799 – AWAC0003801 Reserves unredact

AWAC0002631 – AWAC0002636 Attorney Client; Work Product

A/C & WP

AWAC0001529 – AWAC0001534 Attorney Client Not A/C; unredact
AWAC0002637 – AWAC0002642 Attorney Client; Work Product

NP; unredact
AWAC0010186 – AWAC0010189 Reserves unredact

AWAC0003160 – AWAC0003165 Attorney Client A/C; unredact


